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Résumé

On compare trois stratégies axiales de gestion du combustible

pouvant être employées dans un réacteur CANDU-PHW fonctionnant sur un

cycle auto-suffisant à base de thorium à l'équilibre. Deux de ces

stratégies sont courantes pour les réacteurs alimentés â l'uranium,

tandis que la troisième cherche à profiter des caractéristiques

nucléaires de la chaîne de transmutation Th •> U'33 p O u r améliorer

l'économie du cycle de combustible en déchargeant périodiquement le

combustible du réacteur. Cette troisième stratégie améliore le taux

de combustion d'environ 50% et réduit d'environ 15% l'inventaire du

combustible à éléments lourds, pour une puissance de canal de 6 MW,

par rapport aux autres stratégies.
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ABSTRACT

Three axial fuel management strategies are compared for use in a

CANDU-PHW reactor operating on a self-sufficient, equilibrium thorium

cycle. Two of these strategies ar. familiar ones for uranium reactors,

and the third seeks to take advantage of the nuclear characteristics of

the Th 2 3 2 ->• U 2 3 3 transmutation chain to improve the economics of the fuel

cycle by periodically removing the fuel from the reactor. This results

in a ^50% increase in burnup and a VL5% decrease in heavy element fuel

inventory at a channel power of 6 MW, relative to the other strategies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of the thorium-uranium fuel cycle in CANDU (Canada .Deuterium-

Uranium) reactors has been mooted since the conception of the reactor

type. Recent work by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) has been

(2)
directed at the goal of defining the properties of this fuel cycle,

(3)

with lesser emphasis on investigating how the transition to a thorium-

uranium fuel cycle should proceed. Basically, this fuel cycle involves

inserting fuel composed of thorium plus recycled uranium plus a fissile topping

material into a reactor, extracting energy, and reprocessing the fuel at

the end of its irradiation to recover the useable uranium. The topping
235

material may be either uranium enriched in U , or plutonium recovered from

a natural uranium CANDU-PHW (Pressurized Heavy Water) converter.

In the case that topping material is not used, we obtain the Self-

Sufficient Equilibrium Thorium fuel cycle (SSET). The attraction of

this cycle, is that, once a reactor has attained an SSET condition, it,

and its successors can be maintained indefinitely with no external source

of fissile material. In the thorium-uranium fuel cycle in which fissile

For the extended summary presented to the American Nuclear Society, see
Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc., 27,425(1977).
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topping is employed, the requirements for primary fissile material are

significantly reduced relative to those of a CANDU-PHW natural uranium

convertor, and, depending on system growth rates this may have a

considerable effect on the conservation of uranium resources.

The physics problems associated with the design of thermal reactors

operating on thorium-uranium fuel cycle's have been discussed elsewhere .

Basically, there are two new challenging areas: (i) the accuracy of

calculations is suspect because of extreme sensitivity to nuclear data

which for many important isotopes are not very well known; and (ii) fuel

burnup properties display a dependence on absolute flux levels and

irradiation history, a phenomenon which does not occur to nearly the same

extent in other fuel cycles. The nature of this flux dependence is of

considerable importance to this report, and will be described in more

detail in Section 2.

So, in any realistic attempt to calculate fuel cycle properties such

as the burnup, taking flux dependence and history into account, the entire

irradiation history of a fuel bundle must be considered. In CANDU reactors,

in which on-line axial fuel management is practiced , this introduces a

new degree of freedom into design calculations, if it is presumed that

different axial fuel management schemes may affect attainable burnup

because of the associated variations in irradiation history.
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Section 3 of this report descriN"1.1; axial fuel management s t r a t eg ies

devised to invest igate th i s presumption, and Section A gives the resu l t s

of a comparison among the three . In Section 5, cr i t ic isms of the

comparisons are dealt with.

2. FLUX DEPENDENCE

233The isotope Pa is a non-f iss i le intermediate nuclide in the

232 233
transmutation of Th to U (Fig. 1) possessing a h a l f - l i f e of 27 days

and a fa i r ly large capture cross section (oc = 39 b, I 5 = 900 b ) . Yet

233this nuclide i s the immediate precursor of U , the prime f i s s i l e species

in a reactor operating on the thorium-uranium fuel cycle. So, captures in

233 233
Pa represent a loss of neutrons, a loss of po ten t ia l f i s s i l e U , and

234
the production of f e r t i l e U , which may also contribute to neutron losses

through capture. Thus for ef f ic ient operation of a reactor using the

thorium-uranium fuel cycle, pa r t i cu la r ly SSET's where neutron economy i s

of great importance i t is vital that parasitic absorptions in Pa

be minimized.

233Because of i ts fairly long half-life, Pa reaches an equilibrium

233
value of about 7-12% of the U nuclide composition. The resulting

"holdup" varies with the absolute level of the thermal flux, a

phenomenon which flattens flux distributions and thereby distorts axial

leakage rates. In order to accomplish the design aim of reducing parasitic

233absorption in Pa , the flux level should be reduced, and the lattice

pitch increased to moderate the neutron spectrum and thereby minimize



resonance captures in this nuclide. Unfortunately this tends to be less

economic, since high flux levels mean high power density, and decreased

lattice pitch means a lower D«0 inventory, factors which both significantly

affect capital costs.

To illustrate this point, Fig. 2 shows the variation of reactivity

(kro) as a function of burnup at two constant levels (5xlO
13 n.cm 2.s 1

and 3x10l 3 n.cm z.s 1) and two changing levels of flux. Burnup predictions

(30 mk penalty) for these four different irradiation histories are given;

they vary considerably. (The criterion for estimating burnup throughout

this report is to choose the irradiation time and corresponding burnup

such that

T

Yield(t)dt

kJ(T) = — = penalty + 1.0

(Absorption(t)+Axial Leakage(t))dt

o

allowing a generous penalty of 20-30 ink for radial leakage and control.

The impact of varying this penalty is roughly equal to 500 MW-d/Mg burnup

per mk of reactivity.) So to calculate attainable burnups recognizing the

flux dependent phenomenon, the irradiation history of a fuel bundle must be

considered.
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3. AXIAL FUEL MANAGEMENT STUDIES

Three axial fuel management strategies were devised (Fig. 3). The

first of these is the four bundle biaxial shift (4-Biax), which is

presently practiced in the most heavily rated channels of the 750 MUe

Bruce CANDU-PHW reactor. Four bundles of fresh fuel are pushed into one

end of a channel, and four bundles are simultaneously discharged from the

other end. Alternate channels are fuelled in opposite directions. This

scheme has the twin advantages of simplicity and familiarity. The second

scheme considered is the full channel shift (FCS) where a channel is

loaded with fresh fuel and the irradiation proceeds until the burnup

criterion (1) is attained. Again this has the advantage of simplicity,

but suffers from the defect that the distribution of discharge burnup will

have a wide variation so that the end bundles operate far below their

design capability.

The third scheme attempts to make use of the decay properties of

233
Pa by lowering the average flux level without decreasing the instantaneous

power density. This is done by periodically removing the fuel from the

(9) 233 233

reactor , allowing U to buildup from the B-decay of Pa , and is

superficially justified on the premise that out-of-core storage is cheaper

than building a bigger core and reducing the instantaneous power density.

In the specific In-0ut (1-0) scheme investigated, fresh fuel is inserted

into the four positions in the centre of the channel, and irradiated fuel

is put into the remaining eight positions. The irradiation proceeds for

about 1/3 of its projected duration, at which time the entire channel is
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discharged, the four end bundles are consigned for reprocessing and

refabrication and the remaining eight bundles "ripen" outside the reactor

233
for a period of 60 days Ĉ -two half-lives of Pa ). The bundles which

had been fresh are then moved into the intermediate positions, the previous

intermediate bundles become the end bundles, four fresh bundles are

inserted into the middle, and a new channel is loaded. The irradiation

proceeds for 1/3 of its projected duration and the process is repeated.

By this method, the reactivity of the bundle is increased (Fig. 4) by

233 233

(i) the formation of U and (ii) the lower average levels of Pa ,

which aid in stretching out the burnup. The choice of a 60 day ripening

period is convenient and introduces a new parameter future designers can

optimize. The sequence of irradiations (centre->intermediate->-end) is not

crucial, but was chosen to guarantee that the dominant power history of a

bundle would be decreasing (Fig. 5) in line with current theories regarding

fuel defect criterion . This sequence will be shown to lead to possible

power peaking problems and is a second parameter to be varied in future

studies. The scheme is more complex than the other two; the advantages

of increased burnup may at first sight be criticized as being outweighted

by apparent disadvantages such as increased fuel inventory and increased

fuel machine usage. These will be discussed in Section 5. The results

were calculated by the fuel management code FUMANCHU, using a technique

outlined in Appendix A.
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4. COMPARISON OF THREE STRATEGIES

Two parameters are important in scoping the cost of a fuel cycle:

the attainable burnup and the system fuel inventory. The basis for

calculating the burnup was described previously, and assumes that a 30 ink

penalty for radial leakage and control is reasonable. A reactivity penalty of

20 mk was also imposed at one channel power to allow interpolation, and

to recognize that an allowance for radial leakage (̂ 10 mk) need not be made

in the central region of a flattened reactor core. The assumption is

made that there will be no materials r, roblems limiting burnup in the

range of values envisaged. The second parameter, the system (.fuel)

inventory I, measures the weight of heavy element associated with each

megawatt of thermal power, and includes fuel held up in reprocessing and

refabrication facilities via a suitable delay time. Here we use

I = (TR/.8 + 550)/B
D

where T D is the in- (and out-) reactor time (days) to achieve the calculateda

burnup B (MW-d/Mg), 550 days is the reprocessing-refabrication delay

time and the factor .8 takes the reactor utilization into account. No

233 233
credit is given for decay of Pa to U during the 20% of the time the

reactor is assumed to be inoperative.

Fig. 6 depicts burnup B and system inventory I as calculated for a

4-Biax fuelling scheme at three channel powers which may be considered to

span the inner and outer radial zones of a reactor. (The current PHW

design maximum is 6.5 MW.) The predicted parameters with 20 mk and 30 mk



reai-tivity penalties are indicated. The same information is displayed in

Fig. 7 for an FCS strategy. For the largest power density (8.5 MW/channel)

it can be seen that the burnup is untenably low at 30 mk excess reactivity,

but somewhat higher at a penalty of "̂ 20 mk. In Fig. 8, similar results

are given for the 1-0 scheme, and the immediate observation is that channel

powers as high as 8.5 MW are not immediately precluded.

Now we assume a constant reactivity penalty and compare the three

strategies as a function of channel power. This is done in Fig. 9, which

indicates that at 6 MW/channel the 1-0 scheme has a burnup of about ^150%

that of the 4-Biax, and at the same time requires a system fuel inventory

^85% of that of the 4-Biax strategy at a reactivity penalty of both 20

and 30 mk. The advantage over the FCS at the same channel power (and

constant reactivity penalty) is somewhat greater. As the channel power

decreases, the advantage of the 1-0 scheme also diminishes as expected

because of the lower flux levels; at 3.5 MW/chanr.el the burnup advantage

is only 13% and the inventory advantage has been reversed. This suggests

that a mixed axial fuel management strategy would probably be optimum, with

1-0 used in the centre channels (allow 20 mk penalty) and 4-Biax in the

outer ones (allow 30 mk). The economic trade-off for the whole reactor

balances cutting back channel power against more complex fuel management

and revolves around the question of whether in- or out-reactor fuel storage

is the more economic route to follow.
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A second factor, that has not been discussed yet but which has had a

sin.ill fl feet on predictions, arises from a comparison of the axial flux

distributions. In Fig. 10, the 1-0 and 4-Biax power distributions are

plot tod at times just after a channel has been refuelled (T=0) and at a

time just prior to refuelling (T=T . ). Two observatons can be made.

First, at T=0, the 1-0 strategy produces distributions much more

sharply peaked in the centre - due to the fresh fuel placed there - and

with more gentle slopes near the ends than the 4-Biax. Secondly, at

233
T=T . , the two curves are nearly indistinguishable because the U has

exit b

come into equilibrium at about the same level throughout the channel.

Recalling that axial leakage is approximately proportional to the slope

of the flux (hence power) distribution at the cha*nel ends , we expect

that the 1-0 scheme has an advantage in the reactivity penalty

relative to the 4-Biax strategy because of the different flux shapes at

T=0. Define the average axial leakage

•7 I
T
B

L(t)dt
T !

B o

as the time average of the instantaneous rate. Values of L are given in

Table I below, and indicate that the 1-0 scheme enjoys a reactivity

penalty about 1-3 mk less than the other two strategies depending on the

flux level. This translates into a burnup advantage of 500-1500 MW'd/Mg

for the 1-0 scheme which is built into Fig. 9 because of the definition (1).
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TABLE I

Avt-rage Axial Leakage for 3 Axial Fuel Management Strategies

L1

FCS 4-Biax 1-0

12.3 mk 11.3 mk 8-10 mk

5. ICONOCLASMS

Several aspects of the comparisons given in Section A have been

criticized and these will be discussed here.

(12)
Most serious is the tacit assumption that isotopic transfer

ratios ^OUT^IN^ h a v e been held constant when comparing the three axial

fuel management strategies when, in fact, this has not been done. Because

of the computational difficulties involved in keeping these ratios

constant, I have used a constant fuel isotopic composition, typical of

a SSET, and performed the calculations using this initial composition.

This is tantamount to asking, "what is the best axial fuel management

strategy to use with a given bundle of specified (typical) properties?".

The calculated isotopic transfer ratios at 30 mk reactivity penalty and

6.0 MW/channel for the three axial fuel management strategies are shown

in Table II which indicates that they are indeed subtly different.
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TABLE

IS0T0P1C TRANSFER RATIOS ,

FULL-CHANNEL

L'233(a) 1.00259

U 2 3 4 1.00461

U 2 3 5 1.00721

U 2 3 6 1.00845

U 2 3 8 1.00729

UTOTAL i- 0 0 5 7 8

Eurnup (MW-d/Mg) 5400

System Inventory
(Mg/MW) .142

(a) Allows for the Decay of V(
(b) Isotopic Transfer Ratio =

TABLE

: il

BURNUP AND SYSTEM INVENTORY

4-BIAXIAL

1.00292

1.00462

1.00697

1.00819

1.00776

1.00407

6000

.133

UOUT/UIN

III

ISOTOPIC TRANSFER RATIOS^ (ITERATED)
BURNUP AND SYSTEM INVENTORY

FULL-CHANNEL

233(a)
V 1.00489

U 1.00363
235

U 1.00386

U 2 3 6 1.00664

U 2 3 8 1.00594

UTOTAL 1- 0 0 4 7 3

Burnup (MW-d/Mg) 4600

System Inventory
(Mg/MW) .160

4-BIAXIAL

1.00540

1.00449

1.00607

1.00800

1.00761

1.00549

5400

.142

IN-OUT

1.00022

1.00580

1.00140

1.01372

1.01222

1.00352

9200

.113

IN-OUT

1.00505

1.00445

1.00484

1.01031

1.00929

1.00545

8300

.124

(a) Allows for the Decay of Pa
(b) Isotopic Transfer Ratio UOUT/UIN
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The argument now goes, that "if the fuel from each of the axial

fuel management strategies were to be recycled, the input composition

would be subtly different, and the predicted burnup which is known to be

a sensitive function of the isotopic transfer ratio ' would be

different as well". Thus the comparison of Section 4 is invalid.

To gain some insight into this aspect of the comparison, I have

taken the cases corresponding to Table II and iterated the fresh fuel

isotopic compositions several times, attempting to obtain a reactivity

penalty of 30 mk, a constant channel power of 6.0 MW, and a constant

isotopic transfer ratio of 1.005, equivalent to a 0.5% allowance for

losses in recycling, which represents a reasonable SSET target. Table III

lists the isotopic transfer ratios that were obtained in this manner, v

233 234 235
indicating that the important ratios - U , U , U and total U -

o o r p o Q

are reasonably comparable. The nuclides U and U never come into

equilibrium, but burnup predictions are not sensitive to concentrations

of these isotopes at this level. The effect of these changes on predicted

burnup and system inventory is given in Tables II and III, where large

changes in these parameters are evidenced, but the relative ranking of the

three schemes is untouched.

It is important to point out that this calculation makes no pre-

sumptions about one's ability to predict the transfer ratios to the

level of accuracy quoted, but is merely an exercise to extract the more

important parameters on a comparable basis.
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A second criticism of the 1-0 strategy relates to the frequency of

I in-1 shuffling and thus to the fear that the fuelling machines will be

overtaxed. This has little basis in fact, as indicated in Fig. 11 where

the channel fuelling frequency is plotted as a function of the channel

power for tfie three strategies. As might be expected, the FCS requires a

minimum of fuel handling. Somewhat surprisingly, the 1-0 scheme is

superior to the 4-Biax at higher channel powers, due to the considerably

greater attainable burnup. To put things in perspective, the fuelling

frequency of the Bruce CANDU-PHW (750 MWe) reactor, which uses 4-Biax

fuelling at a central channel power of 6.5 MW is shown. The 1-0 scheme is

thus competitive and acceptable in this sense.

(14)
A third criticism has to do with the possibility of increased

power peaking related to the flux distributions illustrated in Fig. 10.

In Fig. 12, bundle powers are shown as a function of residence time for

the three strategies which indicates that this may be a point of concern

for the 1-0 scheme. Again, to set the scale, we note that the maximum

bundle powers predicted for 4-Biax and FCS strategies in Fig. 12 are

slightly lower than CvlO%) the upper limit of current channel design and

operating practice. If this is an insuperable difficulty for the 1-0

scheme - and indications are that it may not be - alternative 1-0

fuelling sequences such as inserting the fresh fuel in intermediate

positions prior to placement in the centre should be investigated. It

should also be remembered that the calculational methods used to generate

these results (Appendix A) will tend to distort axial power distributions

in the direction of increased power peaking, so that a more accurate cal-

culation will likely produce a less pessimistic result.
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finally, because the 1-0 strategy involves extensive handling of

irradiated, and hence radioactive, fuel fears have been voiced that

methods for dealing with this problem could impose an undue economic

penalty relative to the other schemes. However, it is well known that

even fresh fuel in the thorium uranium fuel cycle is radioactive, because

232
of Y-activity in the daughters of U , and must be handled

remotely. Thus no excessive economic penalty is foreseen in the 1-0

strategy because of this problem.

6. SUMMARY

Three axial fuel management strategies which may be of interest to

CANDU reactors operating on a thorium-uranium fuel cycle have been

compared. Two of these are prosaic strategies in use presently, while the

third seeks to take advantage of the unique characteristics of the thorium-

uranium fuel cycle. It is this latter strategy that holds out most promise,

displaying increased burnup and lower system inventories of heavy elements

as the design channel power increases, which is the direction of the

economic optimum. Deficiencies of the third scheme and criticisms of the

comparisons are aired and answered. Other than in the arena of power peaking

where some doubts persist, the third scheme permits ^50% increased burnup

coupled with a "^15% reduction in system fuel inventory, concomitant with

central channel power levels at the level of contemporary technology.

Further study is warranted.
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of reactivity penalty at three channel powers, for a 4-Biax strategy.
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APPENDIX A

CALCULATIONAL METHOD

The calculations in this report were done by the computer code

KUMANCHU. Basically this is a coupling between the lattice code LATREP

and the (primitive) finite difference core code PERIGEE , with feedback

provisions. The code PERIGEE is run to simulate a 2x2 supercell, represent-

ing 4 adjacent identical channels, with reflective boundary conditions.

Bundle powers and fluxes are calculated in the axial direction as a function

of time using interpolation in tables to define the properties at a given

irradiation calculated for each axial mesh point. The arithmetic average

of the mesh point flux history (two mesh points/bundle) is then fed back

to LATREP and new tables are calculated for each bundle. The calculation

proceeds until a convergence criterion - the flux distribution as a function

of time changes by less than 2% between iterations - is met. Provision

has been made to use the flux distribution histories from one calculation

as an initial guess for another case, and usually only one iteration is

needed to obtain convergence.

The fission products employed were the six pseudo-fission products

described elsewhere because of the differential in computing time between

these and the more accurate detailed fission product options ' . It is

expected that this will introduce an error of about 3 mk into all burnup

estimates, so the burnups quoted in this report are pessimistic by about

1500 MW*d/Mg or the reactivity penalty can be increased by ^3 mk without

affecting the results.
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